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“ That I may 
AWAKEN  you”

Submissions due September 1



a·wak·en (/əˈwākən/)
rouse from sleep; stir an emotion

To awaken is to come to understand God, His truths, His purpose for us, and our 
duty to Him. We are here because we have already established a foundation of 
faith. Now, we must enter a period of awakening and enlightenment, in which 
we will simultaneously deepen our oldest roots, and reach upward with the 
newest leaves. 

New growth on an old tree.

As we considered the Spring 2022 issue of The Collective, “Awaken” called to 
mind terms like “understanding,” “knowledge,” and “revelation.” Truth, in a 
spiritual sense, is not relative, nor is it new. It is constant and ancient as eternity; 
it is our own understanding which is new. 

We imagined light shimmering through a canopy of leaves, tender sprouts 
pushing through soil, and mighty trunks standing tall amid storms, fires, and 
predators. Consider the grandiosity, steadiness, persistence, and symbolism of 
a forest. Trees are dependent on sunlight and water (both symbols of Christ) in 
order to fulfill their purpose, which is to grow strong. Likewise, we also depend 
on the Savior in order to fulfill our purpose.

Submission Inspiration



Imagery that inspired the tone for this issue:

The youth and vibrancy of new growth

Mixed textural elements 
(velvet, brick, and greenery)

The age and warmth of ancient wood

Deep roots, wide branches

Light shining through the canopy

Detailed woodworking, such as in old libraries

Old buildings with sleek furniture

We loved the juxtaposition of young and old, aged and fresh, like an 
undisturbed jungle, ancient but so alive, with a healthy dose of wild. 

The gospel and its truths are eternal, and from them we’ve formed our 
traditional values. 

 How can you breathe new life into how you live the gospel? 

 What principles feel fresh and exciting to you? 

 What part of the gospel are you just now gaining an understanding of? 

 How have you previously awakened to your “duty to God?”

If you have articles or stories of awakening (or reawakening) to truths within 
the Gospel or God’s purpose for you, please submit your work!
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This Spring, we want to embody growth at every 
stage, from tiny, fragile seedlings sprouting 

through the ground, to young but strong saplings, 
to mighty oaks with sprawling limbs, to ancient 

trees still humming with quiet life. 

Help us capture that new-growth energy as well as 
the old-world truth. There is always something 
new to learn, to do, to discover, no matter how 

long we’ve been following God. 
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This issue creates a feeling of life, a feeling of energy. Whether that 

energy is the steady constant of an evergreen tree, or the hopeful zeal 

of a dahlia, all energies are needed in the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

This issue encompasses some of that juxtaposition of energies—new and 

old, traditional and modern, grainy photos with detailed illustrations. 

If you feel you have a photograph (original or perhaps vintage), 

illustration, sketch, painting, mixed media or digital art that matches our 

style guide, please submit your work! All submissions are compensated.
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Juxtaposition

Tonal Greens

Fresh/Awake

Newspaper-inspired editorial layouts with a modern twist

Fresh take on traditional architecture

Modern type with vintage flair

Handwritten annotations

Intricate greenery/botanical illustrations

Grainy, textural film photography

Retro prints
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